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Bijvoet, a Scientist and Teacher

– Bijvoet retired 50 years ago, in 1962, at age 70, that was 
50 years after the Laue et al. diffraction experiment. 

– He was a member of the pioneer generation of X-ray 
crystallography, both as a teacher and as a scientist,

– He was one of those giants of the field with an impressive 
scientific impact, certainly worth a Nobel price.

– He received many distinctions including a honorary 
doctorate from ETH Zurich (1970).

– He was proposed several times as a Nobel prize 
candidate. However that unfortunately never materialized

– Interesting in that context is the following letter, from the 
WEB, of Linus Pauling to Sir W. Laurence Bragg:



  

From a letter by L.Pauling to W.L.Bragg (Dec 15, 1959)
…

With respect to X-ray diffraction and chemistry, I have 
a proposal to make to you, and I should be glad to have 
your opinion about it. I should like to nominate Dorothy 
Hodgkin and J.M. Bijvoet for a Nobel Prize in chemistry, 
to be devided between them. The award would be for 
their use of X-ray diffraction in the solution of chemical 
problems, the determination of the structure of penicillin 
and cobalamine, in the case of Dorothy Hodgkin, and the 
determination of the correct absolute configuration of 
asymmetric molecules, in the case of Bijvoet. Would you 
support this nomination ?
... 
Note: Dorothy Hodgkin received the Nobel prize in 1964
Note: Cobalamine = Vitamine B12



  

– Bijvoet was the father of most crystallographic groups 
in the Netherlands.

– Many of his former students became professors in the 
Netherlands, Belgium and elsewhere.

– He was the second President of the IUCr after Bragg.
– He was the main author of an early (1938,1948) 

textbook on X-ray crystallography – theory, methods 
and applications (translated into German and English)

– Initiated methods for (absolute) structure determination 
of non-centrosymmetric structures

– Showed that the Emil Fischer absolute configuration 
convention by chance turned out to be the correct 
choise out of two absolute structure options. 

– The concept: Bijvoet pairs [I(H) .ne. I(-H)]

Bijvoet's Crystallographic Footprint



  

Education
– Bijvoet was born in 1892 in Amsterdam from 

non-academic parents.
– His father had a dye factory.
– He attended primary school from 1897-1903.
– Attended secondary school (HBS) 1903-1908
    (HBS = Gymnasium minus Greek and Latin)
– Studied Greek & Latin, required at that time to 

enter a study at a university 1908-1910.
– Chemistry at the Univ. of Amsterdam 1910-1919
– Interrupted by military service from 1914-1918.
   Spare time (Holland neutral) was used to study 

Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics.



  

Early Scientific Career
– 1919-1928 assistent in the inorganic chemistry 

department of Prof. A. Smits (U of A) (photo next)
– Early inspired by the structural work of the Braggs
– His supervisor, A. Smits, was one of the disbelievers of 

the NaCl model (no discernable molecules).The visiting 
Bragg met with a lot of disbelieve of the Amsterdam 
chemists. In response, Bijvoet was allowed to start his 
own X-ray investigations in this new field.

– Early experiments (NaClO4 & LiH) in Utrecht at the 
Veterinary College (where van 't Hoff came up in 1870 
with his tetrahedral carbon model) with a funding grand 
of the ministry of agriculture for carbon! Research.

– PhD thesis in 1923 on the structure of Li & LiH.
– Short but inspiring 'postdoc' stay in Manchester with Sir 

Laurence Bragg.
 



  
A.Smits J.M.Bijvoet



  

Lecturer and Professor 

– In 1929 Bijvoet was appointed as a lecturer in the 
geology department to teach macroscopic 
crystallography, mineralogy and thermodynamics.

– The following years were probably not his happiest 
time with a lot of struggles with the geology department 
for space to be able to do experimental work. 

– Research mainly involved the structure determination 
of dihalogenides supported by the physicists.

– In 1939 he accepted, not without nostalgia for his 
Amsterdam, a professorship in general and inorganic 
chemistry in Utrecht where he stayed until his 
retirement in 1962 at age 70. 

– His extended knowledge was collected (1938,1948) in 
a, also now, very informative textbook (with co-authors)



  



  
Utrecht, 1943

Kogl
Bijvoet



  

Research in Utrecht
• Research interest shifted from inorganic compounds to 

the development of methods to determine the 
structures of organic molecules and in particular of 
natural products, many of which were of interest to or 
suggested  by his colleague in (bio) organic chemistry 
Prof Kogl (Working on the theory of cancer-abs conf.)

• Shift from trial&error to Fourier and Patterson methods 
to solve the Phase Problem.

• Major pioneering contributions were:
• The extension of the isomorphous replacement       

method to solve non-centrosymmetric structures
• Structure determination using Bijvoet pair differences
• Absolute structure determination.



  

Isomorphous Replacement Method

– Early use of isomorphous replacement (Centro):
– Cork, 1927
– Lipson & Beevers, 1935

  
– Extension to noncentrosymmetric structures

– 1949 – Strychnine sulphate and selenate
– Bijvoet, Bokhoven & Schoone, 1949
– Formulae for single and multiple 

isomorphous replacement phases



  C. Bokhoven, J.C. Schoone & J.M. Bijvoet, Acta Cryst. (1951), 4, 275



  Hand calculations of Fourier maps took many man-months



  

First (in-house) University Computer: Zebra



  

Absolute Structure Determination

– Friedels law broken: I(hkl) .ne. I(-h,-k,-l) 
_ Early reports and use:

–  Determination polarity of ZnS (shiny and dull 
(111) faces)

– Nishikawa & Matukawa, 1928
– Coster, Knol & Prins, 1930

– Bijvoet:
–  Generalization of 1D polarity determination to 3D 

chirality determination
–  1950 – Absolute structure of Rubidium Sodium 

(+)Tartrate with Peerdeman and van Bommel. 
–  The absolute configuration of (+) tartaric acid was 

that of the arbitrary Emil Fischer convention  



  

The First page 
of the famous 
1951 Article 
in Nature  

-
E. Fischer

with his arbitrary
convention of

absolute structure
turned out to

have made by chance
the correct choice

-



  



  

Qualitative

Long Exposures

Unstable 
X-Ray Sources



  

Use of Anomalous Differences in 
Phasing

– It was soon realized that the qualitative use 
anomalous differences could resolve the phase 
ambiguity problem of SIR

– The first application was the structure 
determination of glycylthyrosine HCl/HBr

– Later it was realized that quantitative use of 
anomalous differences could avoid the need 
isomorphous replacement (SAD)
– Cytosine.HBr



  
(Pepinski) Pennsylvania State College 1950 (travel by ship)



  
Elected President of the IUCr 1951-1954



  IUCr Paris, 1954 with Harker Madrid 1956 with wife



  MIT 1957 International Conference on Crystal Physics



  
1952: Moving from the 'van 't Hoff lab' to the 'Crystal Palace' (institute + private home) 



  

Later Research Interests

– The absolute structure determination of tartaric 
acid led in Utrecht to the study of many related 
carboxylic acids.

– Structure determination techniques by the 
Direct Methods (Symbolic Addition Method 
(Beurskens, Kroon) and Correlation Method (de 
Vries)

– Editor of several volumes of Structure Reports   



  

Lifelong interests

– Walking

– Teaching
   (please ask a question)

– Thermodynamics
   (most stable !!)

– Music (Mozart)
   (liked to make music with
   Guests and co-workers)

– Crystals (Collection)

– Cats
   (present at examinations)

l



  

Absolute Structure to be reversed?

– Bijvoet's assignment of the absolute structure 
depends on the assumed positive sign of f”.

– In 1972 an experiment (based on circular 
dichroism) by Tanaka suggested that all 
assignments had to reversed

– Independent experiments involving molecular 
beams (He+ against CdS surface) re-confirmed 
Bijvoet's assignment of absolute configuration.

– Discussed during a conference in Madrid (1974)



  1974 Madrid, Meeting on Anomalous Dispersion



  

– Bijvoet retired in 1962 and moved 
to a Saxon style farmhouse in the 
east of the Netherlands.
In that very year I started in chemistry
– Was succeeded by his student A.F. 
Peerdeman (and later J. Kroon).
– For many years there were regular 
visits to the lab where he had a 
bedroom to stay when in Utrecht with 
a double function as 'Student room' 
(housing me  around 1966)
– Died in 1980Bijvoet 1973



  

Epilogue

– The use of anomalous dispersion is now standard in protein 
structure determination.

– Flack extended the use of Bijvoet pairs to determine the 
enantiopurity of a chiral compound. This was further 
extended by Hooft et al. and Parsons. (FLACK x, HOOFT y, 
PARSONS z) 

– The absolute structure determination of RbNa-tartrate has 
recently been re-confirmed with modern techniques.

– Research moved to protein crystallography (Piet Gros) along 
with a national small molecule service component.

– Crystallography is now part of the Bijvoet Centre for 
Biomolecular research (X-Ray, NMR, MS, BioChem)

– Bijvoet introduced crystallography into the chemistry 
curriculum. This is still the case in Utrecht.



  

Small Molecule and Protein Crystallography

Bijvoet Center for Biomolecular Research

Moved to 1973

Thanks !
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